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Season 6, Episode 32
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You Say It's Your Birthday (2)



The rock band Goo Goo Dolls performs at Steve's party. Carl professes his love for Clare, who is furious that Steve seems willing to let her go. He tries to prove himself by punching Carl, but only angers her further. Susan takes the job in Washington, effectively ending her relationship with Brandon. Brandon and Steve decide to leave the ship and get drunk. Steve argues with a weirdo at the bar, touching off a brawl. During the fracas, Brandon and Steve see Colin running out of the bar. Steve and Brandon are arrested, but the bar owner does not press charges. Colin panics after being recognized and fails to board the freighter. Brandon, Steve, Valerie and Kelly see Colin on the street; the guys chase him and hold him at bay until the cops arrive. Valerie gets a date with the FBI agent, who considers a transfer to Los Angeles. Clare rejects Carl's overtures because she is in love with Steve. Joan and Nat are shocked to learn that she is pregnant. When they try to share the news with Br
Quest roles:
Gabrielle Carteris(Andrea Zuckerman), Julie Parrish, Jason Wiles, Emma Caulfield, Jon Hensley, Michael Dempsey, Pauly Shore, Stevie Johnson


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
22 May 1996, 00:00
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